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 The efficient storage of renewable electricity derived from intermittent sources such as 
solar and wind is a key chemical challenge for the 21st century. One promising approach to this 
challenge involves the conversion of excess electricity into energy dense chemical fuels. The 
linchpin for this strategy is the development of efficient catalysts capable of using electrical 
potentials to drive energy storing fuel production reactions such as hydrogen evolution or CO2 
reduction. Traditionally, scientists have looked to transition metals to fill this role, owing to their 
rich chemistry and redox activity. We have begun to pursue alternate materials in which conjugated 
hydrocarbons doped with boron atoms provide the requisite redox chemistry and chemical 
reactivity to promote energy storing 
reactions. In particular, we have 
focused on the molecule 9,10-
diboraanthracene (DBA) as a small 
molecule platform with 
multielectron redox capacity and the 
ability to activate mall molecules of 
energy consequence (Figure 1).  
 In order to realize our goal of electrocatalysts with boron-centered reactivity, we are 
exploring two main strategies for stabilizing reduction events at DBA. In the first strategy, we are 
tethering transition metals near the DBA core in order to utilize the transition metal-DBA 
interaction to modulate both the redox and 
chemical properties of DBA. Our first-
generation ligand platform, B2P2, features 
phosphine donors to bind a transition metal 
near the diboron core of DBA. We recently 
disclosed the use of this ligand to prepare the 
first example of a molecular auride complex. 
(Figure 2).1 The inclusion of a gold atom in this 
complex anodically shifts the redox potential of 
this system by ~500 mV relative to a metal-free 
model system and highlights the utility of this 
approach for stabilizing reduced DBA systems. 
This work was featured on the inside back 
cover of Angewandte Chemie. The small 
molecule reactivity of this complex is currently 
under study. A second publication detailing 
related chemistry with both copper and silver was submitted in September. 

We are pursuing a parallel approach of stabilizing reduced DBA platforms by exchanging 
the hydrogen or hydrocarbyl substituents at boron with neutral Lewis basis (e.g. N-heterocyclic 
carbenes). To this end, we recently reported the first example of carbene-stabilized boranthrene, 
which exhibits reversible two-electron redox chemistry at markedly more positive potentials than 

 
Figure 1. 9,10-dihydro-9,10-diboraanthracene (DBA, left) and its 
reduction by two electrons to give a stable dianion.  
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Figure 2. (B2P2)Au chemistry including the synthesis 
of a molecular boroauride. 
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representative DBA platforms with aryl 
substituents at boron.2 The reduced 
form of this compound is the first 
example of a neutral boranthrene 
derivative, and it reacts with a range of 
energetically important small molecules 
such as O2, C2H4, and CO2 via Diels-
Alder like reactivity at the boron 
centers. This system parallels the 
reactivity of molecular transition metal 
complex in its ability to undergo 
reduction by two electrons followed by 
binding of a small molecule. In this 
way, it represents an important proof of 
concept for the reactivity modes available to conjugated boranes, even in the absence of transition 
metals. This work was the subject of a JACS Spotlight in The Journal of the American Chemical 
Society. 

Support for this project from the American 
Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund has been 
instrumental in the career development of both the PI and 
his students. The DNI grant provided funding during a 
time in which the PI’s startup funds were nearly 
expended, and in the subsequent year, the PI was 
awarded an NSF Faculty Early Career Development 
award (NSF CAREER) on the basis of this project. The 
supported students were able to focus on their research 
full time, and the primary student supported by the grant, 
Jordan Taylor, was recently awarded the UCR 
Dissertation Year Fellowship, a competitive, campus-
wide award for graduate students in their final year.  
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Figure 3. Reaction of carbene-stabilized boranthrene with CO2 
(foreground) and the cyclic voltammogram of carbene-
stabilized boranthrene showing its reversible reduction at mild 
potentials (background). 
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Figure 4. X-ray structure of [(B2P2)Au]– 
depicted in cover art from Angew. Chem. 
 


